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The invasion also proved a dismal failure, and in January Allied forces staged a full retreat from the shores of
the peninsula after suffering , casualties. When the crisis began in the summer of , the need to mobilize faster
than potential opponents made the leaders of prisoners of their logistics. Christopher Clark 's book The
Sleepwalkers: How Europe Went to War in refocused the origins back to the Balkans and sought to
redistribute agency back to the diplomats. However, seeing the Austrian military preparations, the
Montenegrins requested the ultimatum be delayed and complied. The US continually presses the Europeans to
spend more on defence, a plea that usually falls on deaf ears. Clark concludes that while all the continental
powers risked a general war, none sought that war. White letters engraved into the stone read: "Sergei
Alexandrovich Schlichter, student at the University of Moscow, born on Dec. These economic ties led
Germany to be very cautious about agreeing to pursue a sanctions policy against Russia. The cemetery was
closed in and then levelled by Stalin in  July Sir Edward Grey, speaking for the British government, asks that
Germany, France, Italy and Great Britain, "who had no direct interests in Serbia, should act together for the
sake of peace simultaneously. However, in the treaty was allowed to lapse in favor of the Dual Alliance
between Germany and Austria-Hungary. The renowned German historian, Fritz Fischer, caused a sensation in
the s when he published a book Griff nach der Weltmacht claiming that Germany was primarily responsible
for starting the war as it had secret ambitions to annex most of Europe. Most importantly of all, these
measures drastically raised the pressure on Germany, which had so far abstained from military preparations
and was still counting on the localisation of the Austro-Serbian conflict. The militaristic atmosphere of the
time contributed to the enthusiasm with which most New Zealanders entered the war. More recently Putin has
spoken of the need to protect ethnic Russian minorities in the former Soviet republics including Ukraine. As
leader of Europe Germany again has a key role to play. This ap-proach began to change under the
chancellorship of Gerhard Schroeder and accelerated under Angela Merkel. But the reluctance to use force to
achieve political aims is widespread in the EU. Inevitably the EU was also drawn into attempts to resolve
these minority issues. More than 16 million people, both military and civilian, died in the war. A legacy of
animosity grew between France and Germany following the German annexation of Alsace-Lorraine.
Austria-Hungary, although not a combatant, was weakened as a much-enlarged Serbia pushed for union of the
South Slavic peoples. Further east in the Balkans, the Austro-Hungarian Empire faced problems with
conflicting national groups that threatened Austrian control. After an Austrian, and then an international, naval
demonstration in early and Russia's withdrawal of support, Serbia backed down.


